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RESEARCH BACKGROUND
Friedrich-Neumann-Stiftung für die Freiheit (Office for the Western Balkans) commissioned a survey on the views

and attitudes of young people and their future in Bosnia and Herzegovina. The survey is planned to be conducted in

cooperation with Valicon.

The survey is part of the research project “Bosnia and Herzegovina 25 years after Dayton - a youth perspective”,

which is jointly led by professors Damir Kapidžić, Jens Woels and Soeren Keil. The results of the research will be

presented and discussed at an academic conference in December 2020.

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES:
• Learn about the attitudes of young people in B&H when it comes to politics in B&H and human nature; Additionally, find out the

attitudes of young people regarding democracy as a form of government;

• Trust in government institutions - what type of institutions do young people trust the most?

• Learn more about the current life of young people when it comes to religion, ethnic groups, globalization, etc.;

• What are the attitudes of young people when it comes to the current political situation and society in B&H?

• To what extent are young people in favor of the division of power among different levels of government in B&H? What are their

views about local, entity and state governments and the current organization setup of B&H in general?

• The Dayton Agreement and the current constitution from the perspective of young people in B&H; attitudes towards the influence

of the international community; constitutional amendments in B&H - what change do young people in B&H wish to see?

• Economic situation in B&H and the impact of the coronavirus pandemic on B&H;

• 2020 Election - turnout and attitudes towards the elections in B&H;

• Which countries in the opinion of young people have the greatest influence on B&H?
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Main findings (1/4)

• SOCIETY AND POLITICS
• Young people in B&H are in favour of freedom of speech and freedom to criticize the work of government institutions.

When talking about the current needs of B&H, young people in B&H feel that B&H needs a strong party representing

the common people, but also a leader who rules with a strong hand. On the other hand, the views of democracy as a

form of government are very diverse among young people. Although half of the young people in B&H believe that

democracy is a good form of government, more than 10% do not support democracy. Following these findings, every

tenth or nearly every tenth citizen of B&H aged 18-30 believes that opposition parties are not necessary for a healthy

democracy and that democracy does not necessarily mean protecting the minorities. Also, for a third of young people in

B&H, under certain circumstances, dictatorship is a better form of government than democracy.

• According to the young, people mostly trust government institutions because they can protect the interests of their

ethnic group and because they respect their rights as citizens.

• Although most claim not to care what ethnic group their friends belong to, a third of young people in B&H cannot

imagine themselves living in another part of B&H where their people or ethnic group is not the majority. In addition, the

religion of a partner is an important factor when choosing a spouse for somewhat more than one third of respondents.

Most young people in B&H cannot imagine themselves living in a different country.

• Young people in both FB&H and RS agree that life in this country would be better for all if everyone had equal

opportunities to succeed, regardless of their faith or personal wealth. On the other hand, they are quite divided when it

comes to returning to traditional values - slightly more than a third of young people in B&H believe that the only way for

our society to recover is to return to traditional values while another third believe that traditional values are not the only

way to recover society. Additionally, a fifth of young people finds it acceptable that some people have more life chances

than others and feel that life in this country would be better if we cared less about the equality of all people.



Main findings (2/4)

• ATTITUDES TOWARDS BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA
• Young people in both FB&H and RS unanimously agree that the political system of B&H serves ethnic political elites

rather than citizens and that individual citizens must play a more important role than ethnic groups. Likewise, young

people feel that some political elites are more responsible for the problems of B&H than others. Although most young

people are not in favour of dividing B&H where each nation would have its own territory, a fifth still feels otherwise and

support such a division of B&H (young people in RS are more supportive of the idea that every nation in B&H should

have its own territory). Political institutions in B&H are not something that young people in B&H take pride in, regardless

of Entity, gender and age.

• Young people agree that all levels of government should cooperate more, and should have clearly defined

competencies. Regardless of the Entity in which they live, young people are in favour of having a stronger local

government. On the other hand, young people from the FB&H are in favour of strengthening the central government,

while young people from the RS are in favour of stronger Entity governments. Young people from the FB&H have a

more difficult time accepting the current division of power between the state, entities and cantons.

• Ethnic, linguistic and cultural diversity is a real value of B&H, and this view is shared by the majority of young people

regardless of the place of residence, gender and age. Although young people throughout B&H are generally against the

idea that each ethnic group should be represented by their own political party and that only members of their own

ethnic group represent them, young people living in the RS are much more supportive of parties and institutions

representing their own ethnic groups. Furthermore, young people would not like to have their entity/canton inhabited

only by people of their ethnic group, and they feel that other ethnic groups living in their entity/canton should not be

demanded to adopt the customs and values of the dominant ethnic group.



Main findings (3/4)

• THE STATE INSTITUTIONS, CONSTITUTION AND GOVERNANCE
• When it comes to the Dayton Agreement and the current Constitution of Bosnia and Herzegovina, young people are

very divided and there is no dominant position about the various aspects of the Dayton Agreement and the Constitution

of B&H. Thus, young people are not sure whether the Dayton Agreement and the Constitution are the main sources of

problems in B&H and whether they successfully protected the peace in B&H. However, when we talk about the success

of the Dayton Agreement, a somewhat more widespread opinion among young people in B&H is that the Dayton

Agreement was not successful and that it should not be replicated in other conflict-ridden societies. Nearly half of young

people feel that the Dayton Peace Agreement and the Constitution have not been beneficial for ordinary citizens of

B&H.

• Nearly the majority of young people believe that the B&H Constitution is imposed by the international community. On

the other hand, young people in the FB&H are somewhat more inclined to believe that B&H’s integration into the EU

justifies major constitutional change or even a new constitution.

• Almost the majority of young people in FB&H find the current constitution very bad, and feel that B&H needs a

completely new constitution, while young people in RS have the opposite opinion - almost a third believe that B&H does

not need an entirely changed constitution.

• In line with the opinion of young people from FB&H that the current constitution is very bad, and that B&H needs an

entirely new constitution, young people in FB&H are significantly more in favour of institutional changes compared to

those living in RS. The areas that young people from FB&H mostly consider need to be changed: Abolishing ethnic

criteria for any public office, changing the three-member State presidency, regulating the judiciary, limiting the

competences and independent decision-making of B&H state institutions and acknowledging a single Armed Forces in

the Constitution.
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Methodology and parameters
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Title ‘The Dayton Generation’: The future of Bosnia and Herzegovina in 

the Eyes of Young People

Data collection 

method

▪ CAWI (Computer Assisted Web Interviewing) via Valicon online system, on a sample of 

the general population of users of JaZnam.ba online panel.

Sample
▪ Sample size: n=1.529 (the standard sample error is ± 3,0%). 

▪ General population (youth), a representative sample forB&H, 18 – 30

Questionnaire • Duration of questionnaire is about 20 minutes. The questionnaire was delivered by client.

Implementation 

period
• Start of survey: 29 October 2020 End of survey: 08 November 2020

Weighting
• Data are weighted, using a ranking method (by combination of age-gender and region-

type of settlement).



Sample structure

B&H
Gender Region Age

Male Female FB&H RS 18-24 25-30

% n % n % n % n % n % n % n

Gender
Male 49% 745 100% 745 0% 0 50% 497 48% 235 49% 384 49% 362

Female 51% 784 0% 0 100% 784 50% 506 52% 257 51% 404 51% 380

Age
18-24 52% 787 51% 384 52% 404 54% 538 48% 238 100% 787 0% 0

25-30 48% 742 49% 362 48% 380 46% 466 52% 254 0% 0 100% 742

Entities

FB&H 66% 1003 67% 497 65% 506 100% 1003 0% 0 68% 538 63% 466

RS 32% 492 31% 235 33% 257 0% 0 100% 492 30% 238 34% 254

BD 2% 34 2% 14 3% 20 0% 0 0% 0 2% 12 3% 22

Regions

Una-Sana Canton 8% 129 8% 57 9% 72 13% 129 0% 0 11% 86 6% 44

Zenica-Doboj and Bosnia-Podrinje Cantons 12% 177 12% 86 12% 91 18% 177 0% 0 12% 96 11% 81

Sarajevo Canton 12% 182 14% 106 10% 76 18% 182 0% 0 12% 92 12% 90

Central Bosnia Canton 8% 118 7% 53 8% 65 12% 118 0% 0 7% 55 8% 63

Tuzla and Posavina Cantons 15% 222 15% 113 14% 110 22% 222 0% 0 15% 116 14% 107

Herzegovina 11% 175 11% 82 12% 93 17% 175 0% 0 12% 93 11% 82

Banja Luka 14% 221 14% 106 15% 115 0% 0 45% 221 14% 112 15% 109

Doboj + Brčko District 8% 117 7% 49 9% 68 0% 0 17% 83 6% 46 10% 71

Rest of RS 12% 188 13% 94 12% 94 0% 0 38% 188 12% 92 13% 96

Type of 

settlement

Urban 47% 713 50% 372 43% 340 49% 494 41% 203 42% 333 51% 380

Rural 53% 816 50% 373 57% 443 51% 509 59% 289 58% 454 49% 362

Education

Primary school 1% 16 1% 7 1% 9 1% 9 1% 5 2% 12 0% 3

Secondary school 60% 922 64% 479 57% 443 60% 599 62% 305 77% 609 42% 313

University 37% 571 34% 250 41% 321 38% 384 35% 173 19% 152 56% 419

Other 1% 20 1% 9 1% 11 1% 11 2% 9 2% 14 1% 6

Parents’ 

education

Primary school 5% 74 5% 37 5% 37 5% 52 4% 18 4% 34 5% 40

Secondary school 69% 1049 68% 508 69% 541 68% 677 71% 351 68% 539 69% 510

University 25% 382 25% 188 25% 194 25% 255 24% 120 26% 205 24% 177

Does not know/Refuses to answer 2% 24 2% 12 2% 12 2% 19 1% 3 1% 10 2% 14



Struktura uzorka

B&H
Gender Region Age

Male Female FB&H RS 18-24 25-30

% n % n % n % n % n % n % n

University 

degree

I have not enrolled nor do I attend university 21% 319 23% 174 18% 144 22% 218 19% 95 21% 168 20% 150

A high school student, but I plant to enrol to 

university

5% 71 5% 40 4% 31 5% 49 4% 21 9% 67 1% 4

Subject area of study: Law 6% 99 6% 48 7% 51 5% 52 9% 45 4% 32 9% 67

Subject area of study: Political science or 

international relations

6% 91 6% 45 6% 46 6% 58 7% 33 5% 42 7% 49

Subject area of study: Economics 13% 200 13% 97 13% 103 13% 132 13% 64 11% 86 15% 114

Yes, other subject area of study 49% 748 46% 341 52% 407 49% 494 48% 234 50% 392 48% 357

Distance from 

the place of 

studying

I study in the place where I live 31% 357 34% 181 29% 176 34% 249 28% 104 31% 174 31% 183

I commute to a neighbouring city 15% 173 16% 83 15% 90 15% 111 16% 60 14% 77 16% 96

I moved within my Entity 39% 444 37% 196 41% 248 39% 287 40% 151 39% 216 39% 227

I moved to the other Entity 9% 100 8% 43 9% 57 8% 60 8% 30 9% 51 8% 49

I moved abroad 6% 66 6% 30 6% 36 4% 29 8% 32 6% 34 5% 32

Nationality 

Bosniak 56% 853 54% 404 57% 449 80% 803 7% 36 59% 468 52% 385

Serb 30% 460 31% 228 30% 232 2% 19 87% 427 28% 222 32% 238

Croat 7% 101 6% 46 7% 55 9% 94 1% 3 6% 45 8% 56

Other: 8% 115 9% 67 6% 48 9% 87 5% 26 7% 52 8% 63

Religion

Muslim 56% 849 55% 407 56% 442 80% 804 6% 32 59% 465 52% 384

Orthodox 30% 451 30% 221 29% 231 2% 20 85% 420 28% 218 31% 233

Catholic 6% 96 6% 43 7% 54 9% 90 1% 4 5% 42 7% 54

Atheist/Agnostic 6% 97 8% 59 5% 38 7% 67 5% 24 6% 45 7% 52

Other: 2% 35 2% 17 2% 19 2% 22 3% 12 2% 17 2% 18

Size of 

settlement

Below 2,000 16% 241 15% 112 17% 130 17% 173 12% 60 18% 145 13% 96

2,000 – 5,000 19% 292 18% 137 20% 155 19% 186 20% 98 20% 161 18% 131

5,000 – 10,000 15% 234 13% 100 17% 134 15% 155 16% 77 15% 115 16% 119

10,000 – 20,000 13% 202 12% 92 14% 110 12% 124 16% 76 14% 113 12% 90

20,000 – 50,000 16% 248 16% 121 16% 127 18% 176 14% 69 14% 113 18% 136

50,000 and more 20% 311 25% 183 16% 128 19% 189 23% 111 18% 141 23% 170



Demographics

How important do you personally find the following forms of belonging? Rate it on a 5-point scale, where 1 means  ‘not at all important and 5 means ‘very important’. 

B&H

(n=1,529)

FB&H

(n=1,003)

RS

(n=492)mean mean mean

Belonging to my faith/ religion

Belonging to my peoples/ My ethnic identity

Belonging to Bosnia and Herzegovina

Belonging to Europe

Belonging to the entity in B&H where I live

Base: all respondents (n=1,529)
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Society and politics



Politics and human nature

• The vast majority of young people, regardless of the entity, gender or age, believe that people should be free to
publicly criticize the government. Also, more than half of young people fully agree that what B&H currently needs is a
strong party that represents the common people.

• On the other hand, the vast majority of young people believe that our people need a leader who rules with a strong
hand. However, there are significant differences between the Entities. There is a somewhat greater agreement with
this statement among the respondents in the FB&H (over 50%) in contrast to the respondents from RS, where
almost 40% fully agree with this statement. There are no differences in terms of gender and age. Most young
people, regardless of the place of residence or gender and age, believe that in order to have a better society, strict
legal punishment is needed.

• When it comes to democracy as a system of government, only a third, regardless of the entity, fully agree that it is a
good form of government and there is a significant number of young people who do not see democracy as a good
form of government. We find similar results about the statements that opposition parties are necessary for a healthy
democracy and that democracy means the protection of the minority. One third of young people in B&H, as well as
at the entity level, fully agree with these statements, while every tenth young person in B&H believes that democracy
can function without opposition and that democracy does not necessarily mean the protection of minority rights.

• Young people, regardless of the place of residence, gender or age, are divided when it comes to dictatorship as a
form of government. A third fully agree or agree that dictatorship, under certain circumstances, is a better form of
government than democracy. An equal number (a third) feels the opposite. Furthermore, more than half of young
people (women more than men) believe that any conflict can be resolved in a civilized way, without violence. A fifth,
however, feels the opposite.
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How much do you agree or disagree with the following statements about politics and about human nature?  Please rate your level of agreement/disagreement on a 5-point scale, where 1 means 

‘do not at all agree’ and 5 means ‘Fully agree’.

Politics and human nature 
B&H + Entities

People should always be free to criticize the 

government publicly

A strong party representing the common people is what 

we need right now

My people should have a leader who rules with a strong 

hand

In order to have a better society we need strict legal 

punishment

A diverse civil society is necessary for a well-

functioning democracy

Democracy is a good form of government in general

Opposition parties are necessary for a healthy 

democracy

Democracy means protecting the rights of the minority 

Democracy means unconditionally accepting the 

decisions of the majority 

Under certain circumstances dictatorship is a better 

form of government than democracy

There are conflicts in every society, which cannot be 

resolved without the use of violence

B&H

(n=1,529)

FB&H

(n=1,003)

RS

(n=492)mean mean mean

Base: all respondents (n=1,529)



B&H + Gender

How much do you agree or disagree with the following statements about politics and about human nature?  Please rate your level of agreement/disagreement on a 5-point scale, where 1 means 

‘do not at all agree’ and 5 means ‘Fully agree’.

People should always be free to criticize the 

government publicly

A strong party representing the common people is what 

we need right now

My people should have a leader who rules with a strong 

hand

In order to have a better society we need strict legal 

punishment

A diverse civil society is necessary for a well-

functioning democracy

Democracy is a good form of government in general

Opposition parties are necessary for a healthy 

democracy

Democracy means protecting the rights of the minority 

Democracy means unconditionally accepting the 

decisions of the majority 

Under certain circumstances dictatorship is a better 

form of government than democracy

There are conflicts in every society, which cannot be 

resolved without the use of violence

mean mean mean

B&H

(n=1,529)

Male

(n=745)

Female

(n=784)

Politics and human nature 

Base: all respondents (n=1,529)



B&H + Age groups

How much do you agree or disagree with the following statements about politics and about human nature?  Please rate your level of agreement/disagreement on a 5-point scale, where 1 means 

‘do not at all agree’ and 5 means ‘Fully agree’.

People should always be free to criticize the 

government publicly

A strong party representing the common people is what 

we need right now

My people should have a leader who rules with a strong 

hand

In order to have a better society we need strict legal 

punishment

A diverse civil society is necessary for a well-

functioning democracy

Democracy is a good form of government in general

Opposition parties are necessary for a healthy 

democracy

Democracy means protecting the rights of the minority 

Democracy means unconditionally accepting the 

decisions of the majority 

Under certain circumstances dictatorship is a better 

form of government than democracy

There are conflicts in every society, which cannot be 

resolved without the use of violence

mean mean mean

B&H

(n=1,529)

18-24

(n=787)

25-30

(n=742)

Politics and human nature 

Base: all respondents (n=1,529)



Trust in the government institutions (reasons)

• When it comes to trust in government institutions, the vast majority of young people believe that the most important
thing is that people trust institutions that can protect the interests of their ethnic group and that respect their rights as
citizens. There are no significant differences at the entity level, between men and women, and age groups.

• The level of agreement is somewhat lower when it comes to the importance of trusting institutions able to deliver
services to citizens - about 40% ‘fully agree’ and a third ‘agree’ that people trust institutions that can deliver services
to citizens. There is a significant number of respondents - almost a fifth (20%) - who were not sure about this
statement.

• The least important statement for the young people was that people most trust institutions that they elect
democratically. Thus, an equal percentage (25%) fully agrees or agrees with this statement, while slightly more than
a quarter could not take a clear position on this statement. On the other hand, one-fifth completely disagree or
disagree and believe that people do not trust so much the institutions they democratically elect. No significant
differences were found concerning entity, gender, and age.
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When thinking about what makes people trust their government institutions, what do you consider most important? To what extent do you agree with the following statements?

Trust in the government institutions (reasons) 
B&H + Entities

B&H

(n=1,529)

FB&H

(n=1,003)

RS

(n=492)

People most trust institutions that are able to protect 

the interests of their ethnic group

People most trust institutions that respect their rights 

as citizens

People most trust institutions that are capable to deliver 

services to citizens

People most trust institutions that they elect 

democratically

mean mean mean

Base: all respondents (n=1,529)



B&H

(n=1.529) prosjek prosjek prosjek

B&H + Gender

Trust in the government institutions (reasons) 

People most trust institutions that are able to protect 

the interests of their ethnic group

People most trust institutions that respect their rights 

as citizens

People most trust institutions that are capable to deliver 

services to citizens

People most trust institutions that they elect 

democratically

When thinking about what makes people trust their government institutions, what do you consider most important? To what extent do you agree with the following statements?

Male

(n=745)

Female

(n=784)

Base: all respondents (n=1,529)



B&H

(n=1.529) prosjek prosjek prosjek

B&H + Age groups

18-24

(n=787)

25-30

(n=742)

Trust in the government institutions (reasons) 

People most trust institutions that are able to protect 

the interests of their ethnic group

People most trust institutions that respect their rights 

as citizens

People most trust institutions that are capable to deliver 

services to citizens

People most trust institutions that they elect 

democratically

When thinking about what makes people trust their government institutions, what do you consider most important? To what extent do you agree with the following statements?

Base: all respondents (n=1,529)



Personal life

• Just over two-thirds of young people in B&H claim not to care what ethnic group their friends belong to. Women are
somewhat more inclined to agree with this view. There are no differences between entities and age groups.

• On the other hand, more than two thirds of young people currently living in B&H see their future life outside B&H.
There is a very small percentage of respondents who see their future in B&H only.

• Young people are generally quite uncertain about the notion of globalization and cannot clearly decide whether
globalization is an opportunity or a threat. A third could not decide whether they agreed with the statement that
globalization is an opportunity, not a threat, while almost a fifth shared no opinion about this statement.

• One in three young men or women can imagine living in another part of B&H where his/her people or ethnic group is
minority. However, almost the same percentage (a third) of young people in B&H do not see themselves living in the
part of B&H where their ethnic group is not majority.

• The results are similar when it comes to religion when choosing a spouse. One third of young people claim that the
religion is not important to them at all when choosing a future spouse, while the same percentage views religion as
an important factor when choosing a spouse.
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Personal life

When thinking about your personal life, do you agree/disagree with the following statements?

B&H + Entities

I do not care what ethnic group my friends belong to

I can imagine living in a different country

Globalisation is an opportunity not a threat

I can imagine living in a different part of B&H where my 

ethnic group is not the majority

I do not care about the religion of my spouse

B&H

(n=1,529)

FB&H

(n=1,003)

RS

(n=492)mean mean mean

Base: all respondents (n=1,529)



B&H + Gender

Personal life

When thinking about your personal life, do you agree/disagree with the following statements?

I do not care what ethnic group my friends belong to

I can imagine living in a different country

Globalisation is an opportunity not a threat

I can imagine living in a different part of B&H where my 

ethnic group is not the majority

I do not care about the religion of my spouse

B&H

(n=1,529)

FB&H

(n=1,003)

RS

(n=492)mean mean mean

Base: all respondents (n=1,529)



B&H + Age groups

Personal life

When thinking about your personal life, do you agree/disagree with the following statements?

I do not care what ethnic group my friends belong to

I can imagine living in a different country

Globalisation is an opportunity not a threat

I can imagine living in a different part of B&H where my 

ethnic group is not the majority

I do not care about the religion of my spouse

B&H

(n=1,529)

FB&H

(n=1,003)

RS

(n=492)mean mean mean

Base: all respondents (n=1,529)



The world we live in and human nature 

• Young people in both FB&H and RS agree that life in this country would be better for all if everyone had equal
opportunities to succeed, regardless of their faith or personal wealth. On the other hand, they are quite divided when
it comes to returning to traditional values. Thus, slightly more than a third of young people in B&H believe that the
only way for our society to recover is to return to traditional values while another third believe that traditional values
are not the only way to recover society. There is a significant difference at the entity level. Nearly half of young
people in RS support a return to traditional values as the only way to recover B&H society, unlike in the FB&H where
the percentage of respondents who share this view is slightly lower.

• More than a third of young people in B&H do not find it acceptable for some people to have more chances in life
than others. Yet, a quarter of young people, regardless of entity, find it acceptable that some individuals in society
have a better chance of success than others.

• Most young people, regardless of gender, age and place of residence, disagree with the following statements:

• Life in this country would be better if we cared less about equality of all people

• In order to achieve what we need, sometimes it is necessary to use force against certain groups of people

• In order to succeed in life, you sometimes must harm someone a little

• Some groups are simply less important than others
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The world we live in and human nature 

How much do you agree or disagree with the following statements about the world we live in and about human nature?

B&H + Entities

B&H

(n=1.529)

FB&H

(n=1.003)

RS

(n=492)
Life in this country would be better for all if everyone 

had equal chances to succeed, regardless of their faith 

or personal wealth

The only way for our society to recover is by returning 

to traditional values

It is acceptable that some groups of people have more 

chances in life than others

Life in this country would be better if we cared less 

about equality of all people

In order to achieve what we need, sometimes it is 

necessary to use force against certain groups of people

In order to succeed in life, you sometimes must harm 

someone a little 

Some groups are simply less important than others

mean mean mean

Base: all respondents (n=1,529)



B&H + Gender

The world we live in and human nature 

How much do you agree or disagree with the following statements about the world we live in and about human nature?

B&H

(n=1.529)

FB&H

(n=1.003)

RS

(n=492)
Life in this country would be better for all if everyone 

had equal chances to succeed, regardless of their faith 

or personal wealth

The only way for our society to recover is by returning 

to traditional values

It is acceptable that some groups of people have more 

chances in life than others

Life in this country would be better if we cared less 

about equality of all people

In order to achieve what we need, sometimes it is 

necessary to use force against certain groups of people

In order to succeed in life, you sometimes must harm 

someone a little 

Some groups are simply less important than others

mean mean mean

Base: all respondents (n=1,529)



B&H + Age groups

The world we live in and human nature 

How much do you agree or disagree with the following statements about the world we live in and about human nature?

B&H

(n=1.529)

FB&H

(n=1.003)

RS

(n=492)
Life in this country would be better for all if everyone 

had equal chances to succeed, regardless of their faith 

or personal wealth

The only way for our society to recover is by returning 

to traditional values

It is acceptable that some groups of people have more 

chances in life than others

Life in this country would be better if we cared less 

about equality of all people

In order to achieve what we need, sometimes it is 

necessary to use force against certain groups of people

In order to succeed in life, you sometimes must harm 

someone a little 

Some groups are simply less important than others

mean mean mean

Base: all respondents (n=1,529)



Attitudes towards Bosnia 
and Herzegovina



Politics and society in Bosnia and Herzegovina 

• Young people in both FB&H and RS, as well as young people of different age groups, mostly believe that the political
system of B&H serves ethnic political elites, not citizens. Similar results, although to a lesser extent, can be found in
the view of statement that citizens as individuals must play a more important role than ethnic groups in B&H politics.

• On the other hand, although more than half of young people in B&H believe that political elites of all ethnic groups
need to make more compromises and that some political elites are more responsible for the problems of B&H than
others. Yet, there is a significant percentage of those who do not have a clear position on this matter - a fifth or
almost a fifth share such an opinion.

• Young people do not have a unanimous view on whether they would vote for Josip Broz Tito and the Yugoslav
Communist Party in the next election, if this was an option. Just over a third of young people would vote for Tito and
the Yugoslav Communist Party in the next election, while a quarter would not opt for Tito and his party. No significant
differences were found with respect to entity, gender, and age.

• The majority (more than half) of young people in B&H do not agree with the view that every ethnic group must have
its “own” territory in B&H in order for the state to function properly. The level of disagreement is significantly more
pronounced in the FB&H than in the RS. However, although to a much smaller percentage (about 20%), young
people believe that every ethnic group needs to have its “own” territory within B&H in order for the country to
function properly.

• Regardless of entity, gender or age, young people in B&H clearly articulated that they take no pride in political
institutions of Bosnia and Herzegovina.
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Politics and society in Bosnia and Herzegovina 

Thinking about politics and society in Bosnia and Herzegovina in general, do you agree or disagree with the following statements? Please rate your level of agreement/disagreement on a 5-point scale, where 1 means 

‘do not at all agree’ and 5 means ‘Fully agree’.

B&H + Entities

B&H

(n=1.529)

FB&H

(n=1.003)

RS

(n=492)

The political system of B&H serves ethnic political 

elites rather than citizens

Individual citizens must have a more important role than 

ethnic groups in B&H politics

Political elites of all ethnic groups need to make more 

compromises

Some political elites are more responsible for the 

problems of B&H than others

If I had the opportunity, I would vote for Josip Broz Tito 

and the Yugoslav Communist Party in an election 

Every ethnic group needs to have its “own” territory 

within B&H in order for the country to function properly

I feel pride in the political institutions of Bosnia and 

Herzegovina

mean mean mean

Base: all respondents (n=1,529)



B&H + Gender

Politics and society in Bosnia and Herzegovina 

Thinking about politics and society in Bosnia and Herzegovina in general, do you agree or disagree with the following statements? Please rate your level of agreement/disagreement on a 5-point scale, where 1 means 

‘do not at all agree’ and 5 means ‘Fully agree’.

B&H

(n=1.529)

FB&H

(n=1.003)

RS

(n=492)

The political system of B&H serves ethnic political 

elites rather than citizens

Individual citizens must have a more important role than 

ethnic groups in B&H politics

Political elites of all ethnic groups need to make more 

compromises

Some political elites are more responsible for the 

problems of B&H than others

If I had the opportunity, I would vote for Josip Broz Tito 

and the Yugoslav Communist Party in an election 

Every ethnic group needs to have its “own” territory 

within B&H in order for the country to function properly

I feel pride in the political institutions of Bosnia and 

Herzegovina

mean mean mean

Base: all respondents (n=1,529)



B&H + Age groups

Politics and society in Bosnia and Herzegovina 

Thinking about politics and society in Bosnia and Herzegovina in general, do you agree or disagree with the following statements? Please rate your level of agreement/disagreement on a 5-point scale, where 1 means 

‘do not at all agree’ and 5 means ‘Fully agree’.

B&H

(n=1.529)

FB&H

(n=1.003)

RS

(n=492)

The political system of B&H serves ethnic political 

elites rather than citizens

Individual citizens must have a more important role than 

ethnic groups in B&H politics

Political elites of all ethnic groups need to make more 

compromises

Some political elites are more responsible for the 

problems of B&H than others

If I had the opportunity, I would vote for Josip Broz Tito 

and the Yugoslav Communist Party in an election 

Every ethnic group needs to have its “own” territory 

within B&H in order for the country to function properly

I feel pride in the political institutions of Bosnia and 

Herzegovina

mean mean mean

Base: all respondents (n=1,529)



Division of power amongst the levels of government in B&H

• Young people unanimously feel that all levels of government should cooperate more, regardless of administrative
boundaries, and that all levels of government should have clearly defined competencies. Similar results are found
regardless of entity, gender and age group.

• Young people generally agree with the view that B&H needs a stronger local government, and we find similar results at the
entity level. On the other hand, when it comes to a stronger central government, there are significant differences in the
opinions between the entities. Thus, young people in the FB&H agree significantly more than respondents in Republika
Srpska with the statement that B&H needs is a stronger central government.

• Young people have very divided views on whether the stronger entity governments are what B&H needs. At the B&H level,
more than a third of young people believe that B&H needs stronger entity governments, a fifth do not articulate a clear
position while almost a third are not in favour of strengthening entity governments and believe that B&H does not need it.
There are differences at the entity level - young people in the RS are significantly more supportive of strengthening entity
governments than young people living in the FB&H.

• Young people in the RS take significantly more pride in political institutions in the RS than young people in the FB&H, who
largely feel no pride in the political institutions in the entity in which they live. Also, young people in the FB&H generally do
not find the cantonal structure within the Federation of B&H useful.

• More than half of respondents deem that the current division of power between the state, entities and cantons is not good.
Yet, at the level of entity, the results are different. Young people living in RS consider the current division of power between
the state, entities and cantons is good significantly more than young people in FB&H where the majority evidently wants
power division changed.
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Division of power amongst the levels of government in B&H 

What is your opinion about the division of power amongst the levels of government in Bosnia and Herzegovina? To what extent do you agree with the following statements?

B&H + Entities

B&H

(n=1.529)

FB&H

(n=1.003)

RS

(n=492)

All levels of government should cooperate more, also 

across administrative boundaries

All levels of government should have clearly defined 

competences

What B&H needs is stronger local government

What B&H needs is a stronger central government

What B&H needs are stronger Entity governments

I feel pride in the political institutions of the Federation 

of B&H/Republika Srpska

Within the Federation of B&H, the cantonal structure is 

useful

The current division of power between the state, 

Entities and cantons is good

mean mean mean

Base: all respondents (n=1,529)



B&H + Gender

Division of power amongst the levels of government in B&H 

What is your opinion about the division of power amongst the levels of government in Bosnia and Herzegovina? To what extent do you agree with the following statements?

B&H

(n=1.529)

FB&H

(n=1.003)

RS

(n=492)

All levels of government should cooperate more, also 

across administrative boundaries

All levels of government should have clearly defined 

competences

What B&H needs is stronger local government

What B&H needs is a stronger central government

What B&H needs are stronger Entity governments

I feel pride in the political institutions of the Federation 

of B&H/Republika Srpska

Within the Federation of B&H, the cantonal structure is 

useful

The current division of power between the state, 

Entities and cantons is good

mean mean mean

*(n=1.003)

*(n=526)

*(n=1.003)

Base: all respondents (n=1,529)



B&H + Age groups

Division of power amongst the levels of government in B&H 

What is your opinion about the division of power amongst the levels of government in Bosnia and Herzegovina? To what extent do you agree with the following statements?

B&H

(n=1.529)

FB&H

(n=1.003)

RS

(n=492)

All levels of government should cooperate more, also 

across administrative boundaries

All levels of government should have clearly defined 

competences

What B&H needs is stronger local government

What B&H needs is a stronger central government

What B&H needs are stronger Entity governments

I feel pride in the political institutions of the Federation 

of B&H/Republika Srpska

Within the Federation of B&H, the cantonal structure is 

useful

The current division of power between the state, 

Entities and cantons is good

mean mean mean

*(n=1.003)

*(n=526)

*(n=1.003)

Base: all respondents (n=1,529)



Politics that concern your ethnic group 

• When it comes to ethnic, linguistic and cultural diversity, most young people in B&H believe that this diversity is a
real value for the community and for B&H as a whole. However, at the entity level, this view is somewhat more
supported than in the RS. Furthermore, young people mostly disagree with the view that every ethnic group should
be represented through its political party and that an individual in institutions can only be represented by members of
his/her group. The difference is significant at the entity level. Namely, the level of disagreement with this attitude is
far greater in the FB&H than in RS. However, at the level of B&H, almost every fifth young person in B&H feels that
every ethnic group should be represented through its political party and that an individual in institutions can only be
represented by members of his/her group.

• Most young people living in RS would not prefer the RS to be inhabited only by people of their own ethnic group.
However, every tenth resident of RS aged 18-30 would prefer that RS is inhabited by only people of his/her own
ethnic group. Results were similar in the FB&H, where the vast majority prefer their cantons to be inhabited by
people other than their own ethnic group.

• The vast majority of young people in the RS do not agree with the view that other ethnic groups living in the RS
should adopt the customs and values of the dominant ethnic group. Almost the same results were noted with the
young people living in the FB&H.
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Politics that concern your ethnic group 

Thinking about politics that concern your ethnic group, to what extent do you agree with the following statements?

B&H + Entities

B&H

(n=1.529)

FB&H

(n=1.003)

RS

(n=492)

Ethnic, linguistic and cultural diversity is a real value for 

my canton/entity and for B&H as a whole 

Each ethnic group should be represented by their own 

political party

In the institutions, I feel represented only by members 

of my group

I would prefer if RS was inhabited only by people of my 

ethnic group

I would prefer if my canton was inhabited only by 

people of my ethnic group

Other ethnic groups living in RS should adopt the 

customs and values of the dominant ethnic group

Other ethnic groups living in my canton should adopt 

the customs and values of the dominant ethnic group

mean mean mean

Base: all respondents (n=1,529)



Ethnic, linguistic and cultural diversity is a real value for 

my canton/entity and for B&H as a whole 

Each ethnic group should be represented by their own 

political party

In the institutions, I feel represented only by members 

of my group

I would prefer if RS was inhabited only by people of my 

ethnic group

I would prefer if my canton was inhabited only by 

people of my ethnic group

Other ethnic groups living in RS should adopt the 

customs and values of the dominant ethnic group

Other ethnic groups living in my canton should adopt 

the customs and values of the dominant ethnic group

B&H + Gender

*(n=1.003)

*(n=526)

*(n=1.003)

*(n=526)

Politics that concern your ethnic group 

Thinking about politics that concern your ethnic group, to what extent do you agree with the following statements?

B&H

(n=1.529)

FB&H

(n=1.003)

RS

(n=492)mean mean mean

Base: all respondents (n=1,529)



B&H + Age groups

Ethnic, linguistic and cultural diversity is a real value for 

my canton/entity and for B&H as a whole 

Each ethnic group should be represented by their own 

political party

In the institutions, I feel represented only by members 

of my group

I would prefer if RS was inhabited only by people of my 

ethnic group

I would prefer if my canton was inhabited only by 

people of my ethnic group

Other ethnic groups living in RS should adopt the 

customs and values of the dominant ethnic group

Other ethnic groups living in my canton should adopt 

the customs and values of the dominant ethnic group

*(n=1.003)

*(n=526)

*(n=1.003)

*(n=526)

Politics that concern your ethnic group 

Thinking about politics that concern your ethnic group, to what extent do you agree with the following statements?

B&H

(n=1.529)

FB&H

(n=1.003)

RS

(n=492)mean mean mean

Base: all respondents (n=1,529)



The state institutions, 
constitution and 
governance



The Dayton Agreement and Bosnia and Herzegovina’s current 
Constitution 

• Young people in B&H are quite divided around the statement that the Dayton Agreement and the constitution are the
main sources of problems in B&H. One third believe that these are the main sources of problems (significantly
higher percentage in the FB&H compared to RS), one third are somewhat indecisive and uncertain while almost a
quarter of young people in B&H believe that something else in B&H is the cause of the problem (slightly higher
percentage in RS compared to FB&H). On the other hand, the largest percentage of young people in B&H (almost a
third) is not sure about the statement that the Dayton Agreement and the Constitution have successfully preserved
peace in B&H..

• Nearly 40% of young people believe that the Dayton Agreement was not successful and that it should not be
replicated in other conflict-ridden societies. This view is significantly more present among the young people living in
the FB&H. The respondents mostly disagree with the statement that the Dayton Agreement and the constitution
have enabled reconciliation amongst B&H’s population. The disagreement is significantly more present among the
young living in the Federation of B&H than in RS.

• Results were similar regarding the statement that the Dayton Agreement and the Constitution facilitate cooperation
between political parties or their leaders, where almost 50% of young people in B&H completely disagree or
disagree with such view. Young people mostly believe that ordinary citizens in B&H have no any benefits from the
Dayton Agreement and the Constitution.
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The Dayton Agreement and Bosnia and Herzegovina’s current Constitution 

What is your opinion about the Dayton Agreement and Bosnia and Herzegovina’s current Constitution? To what extent do you agree/disagree with the following statements? Please rate your level of 

agreement/disagreement on a 5-point scale, where 1 means ‘do not at all agree’ and 5 means ‘Fully agree’.

B&H + Entities

B&H

(n=1.529)

FB&H

(n=1.003)

RS

(n=492)mean mean mean

The Dayton Agreement and the constitution are the 

main source of the country’s problems

The Dayton Agreement and the constitution has 

successfully protected the peace in B&H

The Dayton Agreement and the constitution has 

successfully promoted democracy in B&H

The Dayton Agreement was generally successful and 

should be replicated in other conflict-ridden societies

The Dayton Agreement and the constitution has 

enabled reconciliation amongst B&H’s population 

The Dayton Agreement and the constitution do not 

facilitate cooperation between the political parties and 

their leaders

The Dayton Agreement and the constitution has been 

beneficial for ordinary citizens of B&H

Base: all respondents (n=1,529)



B&H + Gender

The Dayton Agreement and Bosnia and Herzegovina’s current Constitution 

What is your opinion about the Dayton Agreement and Bosnia and Herzegovina’s current Constitution? To what extent do you agree/disagree with the following statements? Please rate your level of 

agreement/disagreement on a 5-point scale, where 1 means ‘do not at all agree’ and 5 means ‘Fully agree’.

B&H

(n=1.529)

FB&H

(n=1.003)

RS

(n=492)mean mean mean

The Dayton Agreement and the constitution are the 

main source of the country’s problems

The Dayton Agreement and the constitution has 

successfully protected the peace in B&H

The Dayton Agreement and the constitution has 

successfully promoted democracy in B&H

The Dayton Agreement was generally successful and 

should be replicated in other conflict-ridden societies

The Dayton Agreement and the constitution has 

enabled reconciliation amongst B&H’s population 

The Dayton Agreement and the constitution do not 

facilitate cooperation between the political parties and 

their leaders

The Dayton Agreement and the constitution has been 

beneficial for ordinary citizens of B&H

Base: all respondents (n=1,529)



B&H + Age groups

The Dayton Agreement and Bosnia and Herzegovina’s current Constitution 

What is your opinion about the Dayton Agreement and Bosnia and Herzegovina’s current Constitution? To what extent do you agree/disagree with the following statements? Please rate your level of

agreement/disagreement on a 5-point scale, where 1 means ‘do not at all agree’ and 5 means ‘Fully agree’.

B&H

(n=1.529)

FB&H

(n=1.003)

RS

(n=492)mean mean mean

The Dayton Agreement and the constitution are the 

main source of the country’s problems

The Dayton Agreement and the constitution has 

successfully protected the peace in B&H

The Dayton Agreement and the constitution has 

successfully promoted democracy in B&H

The Dayton Agreement was generally successful and 

should be replicated in other conflict-ridden societies

The Dayton Agreement and the constitution has 

enabled reconciliation amongst B&H’s population 

The Dayton Agreement and the constitution do not 

facilitate cooperation between the political parties and 

their leaders

The Dayton Agreement and the constitution has been 

beneficial for ordinary citizens of B&H

Base: all respondents (n=1,529)



The Dayton Peace Agreement as part of the B&H Constitution 

• A quarter of young people at the B&H level and at the level of entity fully agree that the B&H constitution is imposed
by the international community. A fifth or 20% agree with this statement, while a quarter was uncertain and has not
given a clear position on the constitution and the international community. There is a significant percentage of young
people in both entities who did not share their view on this topic.

• A third of young people in B&H deem that the integration of B&H into the EU justifies major constitutional change or
even a new constitution. The level of agreement with this statement is significantly more present in the FB&H
compared to the RS, where young people expressed no clear view on the matter.

• Young people are quite divided when it comes to the view that the B&H constitution is legitimate because it has been
in use for 25 years (and B&H institutions can change it). A quarter fully agree or disagree, a third are undecided
while a fifth disagree with the said statement. The views are nearly the same in both FB&H and RS.
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The Dayton Peace Agreement as part of the B&H Constitution 

The current constitution of Bosnia and Herzegovina is part of the Dayton Peace Agreement and has now been in force for 25 years. To what extent do you agree with the following 

statements? 

B&H + Entities

B&H

(n=1.529)

FB&H

(n=1.003)

RS

(n=492)

The Constitution of B&H is imposed by the international 

community 

The integration of B&H into the EU justifies major 

constitutional change or even a new constitution

The Constitution of B&H is legitimate because it is in 

use for 25 years (and B&H institutions can change it)

mean mean mean

Base: all respondents (n=1,529)



B&H + Gender

The Dayton Peace Agreement as part of the B&H Constitution 

The current constitution of Bosnia and Herzegovina is part of the Dayton Peace Agreement and has now been in force for 25 years. To what extent do you agree with the following 

statements? 

B&H

(n=1.529)

FB&H

(n=1.003)

RS

(n=492)

The Constitution of B&H is imposed by the international 

community 

The integration of B&H into the EU justifies major 

constitutional change or even a new constitution

The Constitution of B&H is legitimate because it is in 

use for 25 years (and B&H institutions can change it)

mean mean mean

Base: all respondents (n=1,529)



B&H + Age groups

The Dayton Peace Agreement as part of the B&H Constitution 

The current constitution of Bosnia and Herzegovina is part of the Dayton Peace Agreement and has now been in force for 25 years. To what extent do you agree with the following 

statements? 

B&H

(n=1.529)

FB&H

(n=1.003)

RS

(n=492)

The Constitution of B&H is imposed by the international 

community 

The integration of B&H into the EU justifies major 

constitutional change or even a new constitution

The Constitution of B&H is legitimate because it is in 

use for 25 years (and B&H institutions can change it)

mean mean mean

Base: all respondents (n=1,529)



Constitutional change in Bosnia and Herzegovina 

• The current constitution is not too bad but should be amended in order to move the country forward is a position that
most young people in B&H agree with. Looking at the Entities, the level of agreement with this statement is
somewhat greater in the FB&H than in RS.

• On the other hand, nearly 40% of young people in B&H think that the current constitution is very bad, and that B&H
needs an entirely new constitution. However, a significant percentage of the respondents - a fifth of young people in
B&H - think otherwise, i.e. that the current constitution is not too bad and that B&H does not need an entirely new
constitution. At the entity level, young people in the FB&H significantly more feel that B&H needs an entirely new
constitution.

• Following the results obtained, the majority of young people in B&H believe that the current constitution is not good
enough and that it should be changed. This is the view shared by young people living in FB&H, unlike those from
RS, where fewer respondents feel that the current constitution is not good enough and that it needs to be changed.
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Constitutional change in Bosnia and Herzegovina 

What is your opinion about the constitutional change in Bosnia and Herzegovina? To what extent do you agree with the following statements?

B&H + Entities

B&H

(n=1.529)

FB&H

(n=1.003)

RS

(n=492)

The current constitution is not too bad but should be 

amended in order to move the country forward 

The current constitution is bad, and the country needs 

an entirely new constitution

The current constitution is good enough and should 

remain unchanged 

mean mean mean

Base: all respondents (n=1,529)



B&H + Gender

Constitutional change in Bosnia and Herzegovina 

What is your opinion about the constitutional change in Bosnia and Herzegovina? To what extent do you agree with the following statements?

B&H

(n=1.529)

FB&H

(n=1.003)

RS

(n=492)

The current constitution is not too bad but should be 

amended in order to move the country forward 

The current constitution is bad, and the country needs 

an entirely new constitution

The current constitution is good enough and should 

remain unchanged 

mean mean mean

Base: all respondents (n=1,529)



B&H + Age groups

Constitutional change in Bosnia and Herzegovina 

What is your opinion about the constitutional change in Bosnia and Herzegovina? To what extent do you agree with the following statements?

B&H

(n=1.529)

FB&H

(n=1.003)

RS

(n=492)

The current constitution is not too bad but should be 

amended in order to move the country forward 

The current constitution is bad, and the country needs 

an entirely new constitution

The current constitution is good enough and should 

remain unchanged 

mean mean mean

Base: all respondents (n=1,529)



Constitutional change in Bosnia and Herzegovina - areas 

• Abolishing ethnic criteria for any public office and changing the three-member State presidency to have more or less
members are the most important areas for constitutional change in B&H. Young people in FB&H are much more in favour of
the change in these areas compared to RS. Unlike young people from RS, young people in FB&H are supportive of
regulating the judiciary through the inclusion of B&H judicial institutions directly in the Constitution and limiting the
competences and independent decision-making of B&H state institutions..

• Slightly more than half of the youth in B&H are in favour of a unified Armed Forces and the reform of the Council of Ministers
and the creation of the position of Prime Minister of B&H.

• At the entity level, there is a significant difference, with young people in the FB&H being significantly more supportive of the
change in these areas.

• On the other hand, the inclusion of transferred competences into the Constitution and affirming B&H’s specific constitutional
identity (e.g. through a catalogue of rights in the Constitution) is regarded as less important. Nearly the same results are
scored regarding the statements about the strengthening the independent institutions such as Ombudsman and
Communications Regulatory Agency and the general weakening of the power-sharing system between Bosniaks, Serbs and
Croats. Nearly half of respondents from the FB&H feel that the change in these areas is very important, while the
percentage of the RS respondents who feel the same is significantly lower.

• When it comes to changes in the territorial division of B&H (entities and cantons), the results at the level of entity are
evidently different. Thus, more than half of young people in FB&H believe that change in the territorial division of B&H are
very important or important, unlike young people from RS where 18% think that changes in this area are very important. For
respondents in the FB&H, the abolition of the House of Peoples of the B&H Parliament is the least important change in the
constitution.
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Constitutional change in Bosnia and Herzegovina (areas) 

Thinking about constitutional change in Bosnia and Herzegovina, what are the areas that you consider need to be changed? Rate it on a 5-point scale, where 1 means  ‘not at all important and 5 

means ‘very important’.

B&H + Entities

B&H

(n=1.529)

FB&H

(n=1.003)

RS

(n=492)

Abolishing ethnic criteria for any public office  

Changing the three-member State presidency to have 

more or less members

Regulating the Judiciary by including B&H judicial 

institutions directly in the Constitution

Limiting the competences and independent decision-

making of B&H state institutions  

Acknowledgement of a single Armed Forces in the 

Constitution

Reform of the Council of Ministers and creation of the 

post of a B&H Prime Minister

Inclusion of transferred competences into the 

Constitution

Affirming B&H’s specific constitutional identity (e.g. 

through a catalogue of rights in the Constitution)

Constitutional strengthening independent institutions 

such as Ombudsman and Communications Regulatory 

Agency 

Weakening of the power-sharing system between 

Bosniaks, Serbs and Croats

Changing the territorial division of the country (entities 

and cantons)

Abolition of the House of Peoples of the B&H 

Parliament 

mean mean mean

Base: all respondents (n=1,529)



B&H + Gender

Constitutional change in Bosnia and Herzegovina (areas) 

Thinking about constitutional change in Bosnia and Herzegovina, what are the areas that you consider need to be changed? Rate it on a 5-point scale, where 1 means  ‘not at all important and 5 

means ‘very important’.

B&H

(n=1.529)

FB&H

(n=1.003)

RS

(n=492)

Abolishing ethnic criteria for any public office  

Changing the three-member State presidency to have 

more or less members

Regulating the Judiciary by including B&H judicial 

institutions directly in the Constitution

Limiting the competences and independent decision-

making of B&H state institutions  

Acknowledgement of a single Armed Forces in the 

Constitution

Reform of the Council of Ministers and creation of the 

post of a B&H Prime Minister

Inclusion of transferred competences into the 

Constitution

Affirming B&H’s specific constitutional identity (e.g. 

through a catalogue of rights in the Constitution)

Constitutional strengthening independent institutions 

such as Ombudsman and Communications Regulatory 

Agency 

Weakening of the power-sharing system between 

Bosniaks, Serbs and Croats

Changing the territorial division of the country (entities 

and cantons)

Abolition of the House of Peoples of the B&H 

Parliament 

mean mean mean

Base: all respondents (n=1,529)



B&H + Age groups

Constitutional change in Bosnia and Herzegovina (areas) 

Thinking about constitutional change in Bosnia and Herzegovina, what are the areas that you consider need to be changed? Rate it on a 5-point scale, where 1 means  ‘not at all important and 5 

means ‘very important’.

B&H

(n=1.529)

FB&H

(n=1.003)

RS

(n=492)

Abolishing ethnic criteria for any public office  

Changing the three-member State presidency to have 

more or less members

Regulating the Judiciary by including B&H judicial 

institutions directly in the Constitution

Limiting the competences and independent decision-

making of B&H state institutions  

Acknowledgement of a single Armed Forces in the 

Constitution

Reform of the Council of Ministers and creation of the 

post of a B&H Prime Minister

Inclusion of transferred competences into the 

Constitution

Affirming B&H’s specific constitutional identity (e.g. 

through a catalogue of rights in the Constitution)

Constitutional strengthening independent institutions 

such as Ombudsman and Communications Regulatory 

Agency 

Weakening of the power-sharing system between 

Bosniaks, Serbs and Croats

Changing the territorial division of the country (entities 

and cantons)

Abolition of the House of Peoples of the B&H 

Parliament 

mean mean mean

Base: all respondents (n=1,529)



European integration, 
economy, development and 
environment



The EU integration of B&H and its relation to international 
institutions 

• As many as 40% of young people in B&H fully agree that it is the duty of every institution in B&H to actively
contribute to European integration, while a fifth or 22% agree. There is an evident difference between the entities.
The vast majority of young people in FB&H believe that it is the duty of every institution in B&H to actively contribute
to European integration, whereas the percentage of RS respondents who share this view is significantly lower.
Similar results were scored regarding the view that future accession to the EU makes constitutional amendments
necessary today. Young people in FB&H are significantly more in favour of changing the Constitution due to EU
accession, unlike young people from RS, where one fifth completely disagree or disagree with this statement and
believe that joining the EU does not require constitutional amendments.

• Slightly more than 40% of young people think that the EU has too strong an influence on B&H and its institutions, a
quarter do not have a clear position, while 16% of young people in B&H do not agree with this statement. Observed
at the entity level, young people in the RS feel to a somewhat greater extent that the EU has too strong an influence
on B&H and its institutions.

• Respondents are quite divided when it comes to the view that EU integration of B&H should be written into the
constitution as a state commitment - a fifth or 22% fully agree with this statement, a quarter are not sure while
almost a fifth think otherwise (integration of B&H should not be written into the constitution). There is a significantly
greater agreement with this attitude among young people in the FB&H.

• When it comes to the OHR and its impact on B&H and its institutions, young people in the RS are significantly more
likely to believe that the influence of the OHR on B&H and its institutions is too strong - 43% fully agree or agree.
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The EU integration of B&H and its relation to international institutions

When thinking about the EU integration of B&H and its relation to international institutions, to what extent do you agree with the following statements?  

B&H + Entities

B&H

(n=1.529)

FB&H

(n=1.003)

RS

(n=492)

It is a duty of every institution in the country to actively 

work towards European integration 

Future accession to the EU makes constitutional 

amendments necessary today 

The influence of the EU on B&H and its institutions is 

too strong

EU integration of B&H should be written into the 

constitution as a national commitment

The influence of the OHR on B&H and its institutions is 

too strong

mean mean mean

Base: all respondents (n=1,529)



The EU integration of B&H and its relation to international institutions

When thinking about the EU integration of B&H and its relation to international institutions, to what extent do you agree with the following statements?  

B&H + Gender

B&H

(n=1.529)

FB&H

(n=1.003)

RS

(n=492)

It is a duty of every institution in the country to actively 

work towards European integration 

Future accession to the EU makes constitutional 

amendments necessary today 

The influence of the EU on B&H and its institutions is 

too strong

EU integration of B&H should be written into the 

constitution as a national commitment

The influence of the OHR on B&H and its institutions is 

too strong

mean mean mean

Base: all respondents (n=1,529)



The EU integration of B&H and its relation to international institutions

When thinking about the EU integration of B&H and its relation to international institutions, to what extent do you agree with the following statements?  

B&H + Age groups

B&H

(n=1.529)

FB&H

(n=1.003)

RS

(n=492)

It is a duty of every institution in the country to actively 

work towards European integration 

Future accession to the EU makes constitutional 

amendments necessary today 

The influence of the EU on B&H and its institutions is 

too strong

EU integration of B&H should be written into the 

constitution as a national commitment

The influence of the OHR on B&H and its institutions is 

too strong

mean mean mean

Base: all respondents (n=1,529)



Bosnia and Herzegovina’s economy 

• Young people in the FB&H and RS generally agree that the territorial structure of B&H should focus on issues of
economic development rather than ethnic division. The vast majority of young people, regardless of their place of
residence, agree that when looking for a job, it is more important to have good contacts and networks than
knowledge and skills.

• Nearly 40% of young people in both FB&H and RS fully agree with the statement that going abroad is the best way
to find a good job. A very small percentage of young people think otherwise. Half of the young people in B&H believe
that a key problem in B&H is the difficulty to work in the other entity and cantons.

• The free market economy appears to be a rather foreign concept to young people in B&H, where a fifth of young
people in FB&H and RS did not offer an answer to this statement. Nearly the same percentage fully agree or agree
that the free market economy is the best economic model for B&H, a quarter is not sure and about 15% of young
people in B&H believe that the free market economy is not the best economic model for B&H.

• One third or nearly one third of young people in FB&H and RS believe that working hard is not the key to promotions
and better pay. A quarter think the opposite, that is, that the key to promotions and better pay is working hard.

• Nearly unanimously, the respondents agree that starting a small business in B&H is very difficult. There is no
difference with respect to entities, gender, and age group.
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Bosnia and Herzegovina’s economy 

In terms of Bosnia and Herzegovina’s economy, to what extent do you agree/disagree with the following statements?

B&H + Entities

B&H

(n=1.529)

FB&H

(n=1.003)

RS

(n=492)

The territorial structure of B&H should focus on issues 

of economic development rather than ethnic division

Having the right contacts and networks is more 

important than having good skills when trying to get a 

job

Moving abroad is the best option to find a good job

A key problem in B&H is the difficulty to work in the 

other entity and cantons

A free market economy is the best economic model for 

B&H

The key to promotions and better pay is working hard

Starting a small business in B&H is easy

mean mean mean

Base: all respondents (n=1,529)



B&H + Gender

Bosnia and Herzegovina’s economy 

In terms of Bosnia and Herzegovina’s economy, to what extent do you agree/disagree with the following statements?

B&H

(n=1.529)

FB&H

(n=1.003)

RS

(n=492)

The territorial structure of B&H should focus on issues 

of economic development rather than ethnic division

Having the right contacts and networks is more 

important than having good skills when trying to get a 

job

Moving abroad is the best option to find a good job

A key problem in B&H is the difficulty to work in the 

other entity and cantons

A free market economy is the best economic model for 

B&H

The key to promotions and better pay is working hard

Starting a small business in B&H is easy

mean mean mean

Base: all respondents (n=1,529)



B&H + Age groups

Bosnia and Herzegovina’s economy 

In terms of Bosnia and Herzegovina’s economy, to what extent do you agree/disagree with the following statements?

B&H

(n=1.529)

FB&H

(n=1.003)

RS

(n=492)

The territorial structure of B&H should focus on issues 

of economic development rather than ethnic division

Having the right contacts and networks is more 

important than having good skills when trying to get a 

job

Moving abroad is the best option to find a good job

A key problem in B&H is the difficulty to work in the 

other entity and cantons

A free market economy is the best economic model for 

B&H

The key to promotions and better pay is working hard

Starting a small business in B&H is easy

mean mean mean

Base: all respondents (n=1,529)



Environment 

• Young people, regardless of the entity, feel that a clean environment is a key resource for B&H, and that B&H needs
better recycling and waste collection system, even if this costs citizens more. Also, the respondents clearly
articulated that all polluters, including ordinary citizens, need to be sanctioned more strictly.

• The respondents are quite concerned about the impact of environmental pollution on their health - just over 40%
share this opinion. A very small percentage believe that a polluted environment cannot affect their health. Young
people in B&H are aware of the climate change taking place in the world and believe that these changes pose an
existential threat to humanity. Yet, every tenth respondent in B&H does not see global climate change as an
existential threat to humanity.

• When it comes to phasing out coal power, young people have very divided opinions. A third believe that B&H must
phase out coal power, even if this increases the price of electricity. A quarter is not sure, while a fifth are still not in
favour of opting out of coal power.

• A similarly divided view is noted about the statement that jobs are more important than protecting the environment.
One third think so, while almost the same percentage think that jobs are not more important than protecting the
environment. A third of young people, regardless of where they live, do not consider environmental protection to be a
luxury that only rich countries can afford.
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Environment

When thinking about environmental issues, do you agree/disagree with the following statements? 

B&H + Entities

B&H

(n=1.529)

FB&H

(n=1.003)

RS

(n=492)

A clean environment is a key resource for B&H, e.g. for 

tourism 

B&H needs a better recycling and waste collection 

system, even if this costs citizens more 

All polluters, including ordinary citizens, need to be 

sanctioned more strictly

I am very concerned how environmental pollution will 

affect my health

Climate change is an existential threat to humanity

B&H must phase out coal power, even if this increases 

the price of electricity

Creating jobs is more important than protecting the 

environment

Environmental protection is a luxury and only 

affordable in rich countries

mean mean mean

Base: all respondents (n=1,529)



B&H + Gender

Environment

When thinking about environmental issues, do you agree/disagree with the following statements? 

B&H

(n=1.529)

FB&H

(n=1.003)

RS

(n=492)

A clean environment is a key resource for B&H, e.g. for 

tourism 

B&H needs a better recycling and waste collection 

system, even if this costs citizens more 

All polluters, including ordinary citizens, need to be 

sanctioned more strictly

I am very concerned how environmental pollution will 

affect my health

Climate change is an existential threat to humanity

B&H must phase out coal power, even if this increases 

the price of electricity

Creating jobs is more important than protecting the 

environment

Environmental protection is a luxury and only 

affordable in rich countries

mean mean mean

Base: all respondents (n=1,529)



B&H + Age groups

Environment

When thinking about environmental issues, do you agree/disagree with the following statements? 

B&H

(n=1.529)

FB&H

(n=1.003)

RS

(n=492)

A clean environment is a key resource for B&H, e.g. for 

tourism 

B&H needs a better recycling and waste collection 

system, even if this costs citizens more 

All polluters, including ordinary citizens, need to be 

sanctioned more strictly

I am very concerned how environmental pollution will 

affect my health

Climate change is an existential threat to humanity

B&H must phase out coal power, even if this increases 

the price of electricity

Creating jobs is more important than protecting the 

environment

Environmental protection is a luxury and only 

affordable in rich countries

mean mean mean

Base: all respondents (n=1,529)



Coronavirus pandemic in B&H 

• The vast majority of young people are sure that the coronavirus pandemic will have a lasting social impact on B&H.
No significant differences were found with respect to the entity, gender, and age.

• Young people in B&H are not satisfied with the health system in B&H and its response to the coronavirus. Thus,
nearly half of respondents in B&H believe that the health system should have responded better to the crisis. Looking
at the results at the entity level, it can be said that young people in RS are somewhat more satisfied with their health
system and its response to the coronavirus.

• Young people agree that the coronavirus has demonstrated that the B&H political system cannot function well and
that the economic impact of the coronavirus will be long-lasting and that B&H will not recover so quickly.

• Young people, regardless of the entity, largely disagree that the coronavirus pandemic will bring more economic
opportunities than costs to B&H.
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Coronavirus pandemic in B&H 

When thinking about the current coronavirus pandemic, do you agree/disagree with the following statements? 

B&H + Entities

B&H

(n=1.529)

FB&H

(n=1.003)

RS

(n=492)

The coronavirus pandemic will have a lasting social 

impact on B&H 

The health systems in B&H responded well to the crisis

The coronavirus demonstrated that the political system 

of B&H can work well

The economic impact of the coronavirus will only be 

short-term with a quick recovery

The coronavirus pandemic will bring more economic 

opportunities than costs for B&H

mean mean mean

Base: all respondents (n=1,529)



B&H + Gender

Coronavirus pandemic in B&H 

When thinking about the current coronavirus pandemic, do you agree/disagree with the following statements? 

B&H

(n=1.529)

FB&H

(n=1.003)

RS

(n=492)

The coronavirus pandemic will have a lasting social 

impact on B&H 

The health systems in B&H responded well to the crisis

The coronavirus demonstrated that the political system 

of B&H can work well

The economic impact of the coronavirus will only be 

short-term with a quick recovery

The coronavirus pandemic will bring more economic 

opportunities than costs for B&H

mean mean mean

Base: all respondents (n=1,529)



B&H + Age groups

Coronavirus pandemic in B&H 

When thinking about the current coronavirus pandemic, do you agree/disagree with the following statements? 

B&H

(n=1.529)

FB&H

(n=1.003)

RS

(n=492)

The coronavirus pandemic will have a lasting social 

impact on B&H 

The health systems in B&H responded well to the crisis

The coronavirus demonstrated that the political system 

of B&H can work well

The economic impact of the coronavirus will only be 

short-term with a quick recovery

The coronavirus pandemic will bring more economic 

opportunities than costs for B&H

mean mean mean

Base: all respondents (n=1,529)



Attitudes towards the future



Attitudes towards the future

• When asked ‘what is Bosnia and Herzegovina for you today’, a third of young people in B&H said that B&H is the
country ruled by corruption, crime, nepotism, and it requires radical change. A slightly smaller percentage (about a
quarter) view B&H as a failing state that has no prosperity or future. On the other hand, young people in FB&H
significantly more see B&H as their homeland, home, fatherland. A worryingly small percentage (8%) of young
people see B&H as a country rich in natural resources, in which they want to stay and build the future.

• The youth of B&H want a civil state in which all citizens have equal rights. In addition, 16% of young people want
B&H to become a better and more successful and economically more developed country, such as the EU member
states.

• There is nearly an equal percentage of young people (about a fifth) who are willing to do everything in their power
for B&H and those who cannot or do not want to do anything to make a different B&H.
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Perception of the State of B&H

What is Bosnia and Herzegovina for you today?

B&H + Entities, gender and age groups Base: all respondents (n=1,529)



Perception of the State of B&H

What kind of country do you want Bosnia and Herzegovina to become?

B&H + Entities, gender and age groups Base: all respondents (n=1,529)



Personal actions for different future of B&H

What actions are you ready to take in order to create a different future of B&H?

B&H + Entities, gender and age groups Base: all respondents (n=1,529)
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